
 

German Luger Serial Number Lookup [EXCLUSIVE]

I have a WWII German Luger (parabellum pistol). I bought it used from a retired 93
year old WWII vet who had carried it for over 30 years in the Korean War. He said
it was the gun that saved his life several times. He was wounded and the weapon
kept him alive. He told me his first hero was his dad and he learned to shoot when

he was ten years old. All it has is a 1911 style frame with a rear grip. the
manufacturer is unknown but I have the case and it has an extremely good older
olive drab finish on it. It looks like it has never been fired. International Orders are

generally shipped in discreet packaging. If you select the flat rate international
shipping option, you will be given a specific date and time by which your shipment

is expected to arrive at its destination. You will then have 7 days to contact us
with your delivery tracking number or your order will be assumed to have been

lost in shipping. If you chose to use the RIA Cs tracking service, you will be able to
track your International order. There is no tracking number assigned to

International shipments. The International shipment tracking comes directly
through the shipping carrier RIA Cs International. The carrier will keep track of

your package on its own website and send you a link to access the tracking info.
You will be able to track your package on the carriers website. The carriers
website is supplied by a third party and they may contact you with tracking

updates or other information. It is not a tracking number that is assigned to your
shipment. Your tracking information will be provided through the carriers website

and may not be up to date. International Orders are shipped using USPS First
Class International mail for shipments of less then 5 lbs in weight. We use USPS

Priority International mail for shipments of 10 lbs and above in weight.

German Luger Serial Number Lookup

It was the Luger's distinct characteristics that made it such a success for military
and sporting use. The original Luger is now one of the most collectible and sought

after pistols of all time. The Parabellum pistol was developed as a'sub-caliber'
design for two purposes: the redesign of the Luger to operate with the lighter

7.65x25mm Parabellum round, and as the basis for the post-war, wider accepted
9mm Parabellum cartridge.[8] The Parabellum pistol was also the first self-loading

pistol to see service with the German army. The original Luger was a.30 caliber
weapon (7.65mm Parabellum). In the beginning, it was loaded with 4-5 rounds of a

new round called 4.75mm Parabellum, which had a case length of 475 grains,
equivalent to a modern.380 or 9mm bullet, and a 14.5mm cartridge case. The new

4.75mm round was soon adopted by a number of countries as a smaller bullet
version of the 9mm, to be fired from 7.65-mm calibre Parabellum magazines. This

Parabellum is extremely rare. The first Luger was made in 9mm Parabellum
caliber from 1902, and even today, DWM parabellums are still being made in this
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caliber. The first genuine Lugers had a 4-groove, ribbed barrel, which was much
less prone to wear than the hand polished curved barrels then being made for the

Borchardt pistol. Early models also had M1908£SV markings on the top edge of
the butt-plate over the ejector. Aside from the two competing manufacturers

(DWM and Borchardt), the pistol was almost identical in parts, and was more or
less interchangeable. About 360,000 Lugers were made from 1900 to 1920.
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